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Introduction and summary

Several COVID-19 vaccines have shown promising results in early stages of development. This summer and fall, several vaccines will enter Phase III clinical trials to determine their efficacy and safety. Some experts believe the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) could authorize a vaccine within six months.

But this timeframe is not when most Americans can expect to be vaccinated. The time between FDA authorization of a vaccine and widespread availability can take many months. For example, in 2009, the first doses of the H1N1 vaccine were administered on October 5. Only 124 million doses were available by the end of January 2010, four months later.¹

Shortening this time by even weeks could save tens of thousands of American lives. Moreover, experts believe at least 70 percent of the population must be vaccinated to achieve herd immunity—when enough of the population is immune to protect the others by stopping spread of the virus. The sooner this target can be reached, the sooner the economy can fully reopen and a normal way of life can resume.

Accelerating this timeframe will require unprecedented government action and coordination. As Dr. Anthony Fauci and his colleagues observed, “Cost, distribution system, cold chain requirements, and delivery of widespread coverage are all potential constriction points in the eventual delivery of vaccines to individuals and communities.”² Experts believe two doses of vaccine will be needed,³ requiring the manufacturing, financing, distribution, and administration of 462 million doses to achieve herd immunity and 660 million doses for the entire U.S. population.

Unfortunately, the Trump administration’s effort so far has been plagued by needless delays, questionable decisions, and a lack of planning and transparency. According to the whistleblower complaint of Dr. Rick Bright, the ousted former director of the Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority (BARDA), “Lack of leadership and action … has placed the health and safety of all Americans at risk of not being protected from the deadly coronavirus even when a vaccine becomes available.”⁴ To date, the administration has not released a comprehensive vaccine plan.
To develop a comprehensive vaccine plan, we interviewed representatives of vaccine manufacturers, manufacturers of vaccine supplies, pharmacies, and other experts and reviewed all publicly available information. But we were limited in the information that we could obtain because we are not government officials, and some information is proprietary or confidential. Accordingly, policymakers should use this assessment as a guide to seeking additional information and to inform planning efforts.

To ensure efficient manufacturing and distribution of a COVID-19 vaccine, the executive branch and Congress urgently need to:

• Accelerate development of alternative vaccine technologies
• Map the nation’s manufacturing and fill-finish capacity, including manufacturing capacity for brewing equipment
• Invest up to $400 million to retrofit four existing facilities for the production of 50 million doses per facility
• Invest $100 million to expand the capacity of manufacturers of brewing equipment
• Invest up to $1.4 billion to build two new manufacturing facilities
• Use the Defense Production Act (DPA) to coordinate vaccine manufacturing capacity and supply chains
• Map the nation’s manufacturing capacity for vaccine supplies and materials, including vials, syringes, needles, stoppers, adjuvants, and cold storage
• Use the DPA to coordinate manufacturing capacity for glass vials, syringes, and needles
• Immediately invest an additional $70 million to expand manufacturing capacity for syringes and needles
• Expand the supply of more rapid sterility and potency tests
• Use the Vaccines for Children Program as a model to bulk purchase 660 million doses
• Appropriate $20 billion for the purchase of COVID-19 vaccines and related supplies for the U.S. population
• Set a maximum administration fee and require government programs and private insurance plans to cover the fee
• Appropriate $1.5 billion for the cost of administration for uninsured individuals
• Issue guidelines for states on how to target distribution and operationalize targeting
• Leverage the CDC’s centralized distribution for publicly financed vaccines
• Contract with a technology company to upgrade the Vaccine Tracking System
• In partnership with state health departments and the private sector, establish 7,300 community vaccination clinics
• Appropriate $10 billion for community vaccination clinics
• Plan a massive vaccination campaign by recruiting medical experts, sports stars, celebrities, and community leaders and partnering with grassroots organizations and medical organizations

• Appropriate $7.2 billion for the World Health Organization’s (WHO) international financing mechanism for low- and middle-income countries and secure commitments from U.S. allies

• Establish governance and accountability mechanisms and release a comprehensive vaccine plan

As this report demonstrates, a massive coordinated effort is needed and there is little evidence that the Trump administration is adequately preparing now. Rapid manufacturing, financing, distribution, and administration of a COVID-19 vaccine will require unprecedented government planning, action, and coordination at both the federal and state levels. Tens of thousands of lives, millions of livelihoods, and a normal way of life are at stake.
Accelerate development of alternative vaccine technologies

Globally, more than 165 vaccines are in development and four vaccines are already in Phase III large-scale trials. These vaccines use a variety of technologies—some traditional, some cutting edge—each with advantages and disadvantages. These vaccines fall into five main categories:

- **Live, weakened virus vaccines** use the virus itself, but weaken it so that it does not cause disease. Licensed vaccines have used this technology and a single dose may be possible. However, these vaccines are very slow to produce and require extensive safety testing. Codagenix, based in New York, is developing this type of vaccine.

- **Inactivated virus vaccines** inactivate the virus so that it is not infectious. Licensed vaccines have used this technology. However, this technology poses the risk of enhancement of an infection, which is what happened with the SARS vaccine. As a result, this vaccine requires extensive safety testing. Sinovac, based in China, is developing this type of vaccine.

- **Viral vector vaccines** use a different virus, such as the adenovirus, to carry COVID-19 protein spikes that provoke an immune response. The vector virus is weakened and can be either replicating or nonreplicating within cells. The replicating types use technology that licensed vaccines use, such as the measles and Ebola vaccines. Production of these vaccines can be scaled quickly and a single dose may be possible. However, the nonreplicating types use technology that no licensed vaccine has used. In addition, preexisting immunity to the vector virus could reduce their effectiveness. Oxford University and AstraZeneca, Johnson & Johnson, and Merck are developing these types of vaccines.

- **Protein vaccines** use a protein fragment of the virus to provoke an immune response. Several licensed vaccines use this technology, such as the hepatitis B, influenza, and HPV vaccines. Production of these vaccines can be scaled quickly. However, they may require adjuvants and multiple doses. GlaxoSmithKline, Sanofi Pasteur, Novavax (based in Maryland), and Baylor College of Medicine (based in Texas) are developing these types of vaccines.
• **Nucleic acid vaccines** use genetic DNA or RNA to program replication of the protein spike, which provokes an immune response. Production of these vaccines can be scaled quickly because no culture or fermentation is required. However, this technology is unproven; no licensed vaccine uses it. In addition, these vaccines require cold storage and their temperature stability is a challenge. Moderna (based in Massachusetts), Pfizer, and Inovio (based in Pennsylvania) are developing these types of vaccines.

The Trump administration established Operation Warp Speed to speed the development of COVID-19 vaccines. This program coordinates the component agencies of the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), the Department of Defense, private industry, and other federal agencies for the development, manufacturing, and distribution of COVID-19 vaccines. Operation Warp Speed initially selected the Moderna (RNA), Pfizer (RNA), Johnson & Johnson (nonreplicating vector), and Oxford/AstraZeneca (nonreplicating vector) vaccines for federal support. Recently, Operation Warp Speed selected the Novavax (protein) vaccine as well.

These selections provide federal support for clinical trials and manufacturing. However, Operation Warp Speed did not consult the National Institutes of Health’s (NIH) Accelerating COVID-19 Therapeutic and Interventions and Vaccines committee, a key group of scientific experts. The five selected vaccines use three different technologies; only one of them uses a technology that a licensed vaccine uses (the Novavax vaccine). Remarkably, no U.S. vaccine uses traditional inactivated-virus technology, and only one Operation Warp Speed vaccine uses traditional protein-based technology.

The federal government should accelerate the development of additional vaccine technologies. The portfolio of U.S. vaccines must be diversified to ensure that at least one vaccine is safe and effective. Moreover, it is unlikely that the first vaccine authorized by the FDA will be the best vaccine, and some vaccines may be inappropriate for certain populations. If the virus becomes endemic and immunity wanes, several vaccines will be needed. Since the U.S. is currently relying heavily on vaccines that use unproven technologies, it is critical that additional vaccines that use traditional technologies be developed as a hedge.
Coordinate and expand manufacturing capacity

Pharmaceutical manufacturers are scrambling to secure supply chains and manufacturing capacity in an uncoordinated race, locking up manufacturing capacity. It is unclear whether manufacturers would voluntarily use their facilities and contracted capacity to produce another manufacturer’s vaccine. There is little visibility for manufacturers up and down the supply chain—let alone for the general public and policymakers—into manufacturing capacities. One industry expert told us, “We don’t know what the government’s needs are.” Without such visibility, planning and coordination will remain suboptimal.

Assess and expand manufacturing and fill-finish capacity

Once bulk vaccine is produced, fill-finish is the process of filling vials and syringes and packaging them in highly sterile conditions. After rapid mass production of the H1N1 vaccine encountered challenges, President Barack Obama’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology concluded that fill-finish “is a major hurdle on the path to vaccine distribution” and that it “generally proves to be a major rate-limiting step in the process of delivering vaccine, especially under pandemic conditions.” Accordingly, Dr. Anthony Fauci and his colleagues concluded, “There is an immediate need to fund the necessary bio-manufacturing infrastructure, including the fill-finish steps that provide vialled vaccine products for distribution.”

Unfortunately, it can take up to five years to build a new manufacturing facility. This timeline could be accelerated but not to less than three years. In the United Kingdom, the government began funding a Vaccines Manufacturing and Innovation Centre in March 2018 and its completion will be accelerated to summer 2021. This facility will have capacity to produce enough doses for the U.K. population within four to six months of opening. Although it is too late for the United States to build new facilities for production in 2021, existing manufacturing capacity can be coordinated, and several existing facilities could be retrofitted. Since COVID-19 vaccines will likely be needed for many years, the United States should also begin construction of new manufacturing facilities.
Assess existing contracts and capacities of all U.S. pharmaceutical manufacturers and contract development and manufacturing organizations (CDMOs)

The federal government and pharmaceutical manufacturers have already lined up some manufacturing capacity in a haphazard manner, forming an overlapping web of contracts. These capacities must be mapped so that they can be coordinated when the most successful vaccines are selected.

In June, BARDA issued a task order to Emergent BioSolutions for manufacturing and expansion of fill-finish capacity. Emergent’s Bayview facility has capacity to produce up to 300 million doses. Under the task order, Emergent will also expand its fill-finish capacity, adding a third line to its Camden, Maryland, facility and a second line to its Rockville, Maryland, facility. The Department of Defense also has a contract with Novavax for 10 million doses.

Johnson & Johnson and Novavax also have contracts with Emergent BioSolutions for manufacturing. Johnson & Johnson expects Emergent to produce 750 million to 1 billion doses in 2021, and Novavax has a contract with Emergent for 100 million doses by the first quarter of 2021. It is unclear how these contracts line up with Emergent’s actual capacity.

Moderna has also lined up manufacturing and fill-finish capacity. Moderna has a contract with Swiss-based Lonza for 500 million doses in 2021, but it is unclear how many of these doses will be produced at its U.S. facility. Moderna also has a contract with Catalent for fill-finish capacity for 100 million doses in the third quarter of 2020. Johnson & Johnson also has a contract with Catalent for fill-finish capacity for 75 million vials per year.

Among the large, established U.S. vaccine manufacturers, Pfizer is adding shifts to its plants, stockpiling its current drugs, and shifting production of drugs to Catalent, Lonza, and Thermo Fisher Scientific to free up its own manufacturing capacity. Merck’s capacity and plans to secure capacity are unknown.

There is evidence that some fill-finish capacity remains untapped. For example, Argonaut Manufacturing Services launched a new fill-finish line in January and announced the immediate availability of fill-finish capacity in March.

The federal government should immediately complete a comprehensive assessment of manufacturing and fill-finish capacities of all U.S. pharmaceutical manufacturers and CDMOs. Manufacturers should be required to submit detailed information on their manufacturing and fill-finish capacities, including any existing contracts. They should also assess whether production of other drugs can be shifted to contract manufacturers.
Assess the operational readiness of the Centers for Innovation in Advanced Development and Manufacturing (CIADMs) and Fill-Finish Manufacturing Network (FFMN)

After the manufacturing industry encountered challenges in rapid mass production of the H1N1 vaccine, the Obama administration recommended investment in surge vaccine manufacturing capacity for a pandemic. In 2012, BARDA awarded $400 million to establish three Centers for Innovation in Advanced Development and Manufacturing (CIADMs). These centers are public-private partnerships between small biotech firms, academic institutions, and large pharmaceutical manufacturers. They were tasked with building capacity to produce 50 million doses each in four months by the end of 2020.

The operational readiness of the CIADMs is unclear. In 2013 and 2015, BARDA used the CIADMs to produce the H7N9 avian influenza vaccine and an Ebola drug. But in October 2018, a joint BARDA-Department of Defense team concluded, “Operational capability has not been adequately developed and must be prioritized going forward with a goal of ever increasing competency to meet biodefense MCM mission requirements.”

Based on public reports, the known status of the three CIADMs is as follows:

- **Emergent (Maryland).** This CIADM appears to be fully operational; it is the manufacturer that has contracts with BARDA, Johnson & Johnson, and Novavax for hundreds of millions of doses.

- **Holly Springs (North Carolina).** This CIADM was originally operated by Novartis, which built a vaccine manufacturing facility that has been able to produce a commercial scale pandemic influenza vaccine since 2011. In 2016, Novartis sold the facility to Seqirus. In 2018, Seqirus had capacity for 20 million doses and began an expansion, which is expected to be completed in 2022 or 2023, with a target of 40 million doses per year. It is unclear whether this expansion could be accelerated and whether capacity will be locked up for Seqirus’s new flu vaccine, which the FDA recently approved.

- **Texas A&M University System (Texas).** This CIADM has an existing “current Good Manufacturing Practices” (cGMP) vaccine bulk manufacturing facility operated by Fujifilm Diosynth Biotechnologies. It is accelerating construction of a new facility, which will be completed by the end of 2020. The center’s leadership has said that after receipt of a task order from BARDA, production can begin within 3 months to 6 months. This time is needed for the tech transfer and to order raw materials. BARDA should immediately assess whether an additional investment could accelerate completion of the new facility.
In 2013, BARDA awarded $40 million to establish four fill-finish sites that comprise the Fill-Finish Manufacturing Network (FFMN). This network was tasked with building capacity to package up to 117 million doses in 12 weeks. In April, Dr. Rick Bright, then the director of BARDA, said that these manufacturers “are prepared to begin manufacturing vaccine if needed.” Based on public reports, the known status of these sites is as follows:

- **Bloomington, Indiana.** Cook Pharmica sold this site to Catalent, which completed an expansion for automated, high-speed packaging. As noted, Catalent has contracts with Johnson & Johnson and Moderna for fill-finish capacity.
- **Greenville, North Carolina.** Pantheon Pharmaceuticals sold this site to Thermo Fisher Scientific. In 2019, Thermo Fisher Scientific began to add new vial filling lines at the Greenville site. It is unclear whether this expansion has been completed or could be accelerated.
- **Parsippany, New Jersey.** JHP Pharmaceuticals sold this site to Par Pharmaceuticals.
- **Alachua, Florida.** Nanotherapeutics changed its name to Ology Bioservices. Earlier this spring, this site was 6 months to 9 months from operational readiness. The Department of Defense has a contract with Ology Bioservices to manufacture the Inovio vaccine.

In 2016, BARDA added two sites:

- **Advanced BioSciences Laboratories (ABL) (Rockville, Maryland).** ABL has active fill-finish capacity that meets the FDA’s GMP requirements for live and vector vaccines. In April, ABL announced that it had completed fill-finish for a COVID-19 vaccine. 
- **IDT Biologika Corporation, (Rockville, Maryland).** This site is also active. In 2019, the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases awarded the manufacturer a task order for the production of an RSV vaccine.

The federal government should immediately complete a comprehensive assessment of both the CIADMs and the FFMN.

**Accelerate expansion of manufacturing and fill-finish capacity**

The federal government should immediately assess whether any existing CIADM facilities or other facilities can be quickly retrofitted to expand capacity. For example, industry experts report that the Alachua, Florida, site has a facility that requires the installation of equipment, which is why it was 6 months to 9 months from operational readiness this spring. Pfizer is retrofitting existing facilities at a cost of about $40 million per facility. Other industry experts estimate that the cost of upgrades could be up to $100 million per facility.
BARDA should invest up to $400 million to retrofit four existing facilities for the production of 50 million doses each. These facilities should be upgraded to ensure that they have the capability to produce multiple types of vaccines.

Industry experts are concerned that there is a bottleneck in the production of the brewing equipment that is needed to expand capacity, estimating that it takes 6 months to 8 months to fill orders.45 The two U.S. manufacturers of this equipment are MilliporeSigma, based in Danvers, Massachusetts, and Thermo Fisher Scientific, based in Waltham, Massachusetts. In addition to traditional stainless steel tanks, these companies produce disposable plastic bags for processing a vaccine. The federal government should immediately complete a comprehensive assessment of this critical part of the manufacturing supply chain. BARDA should invest $100 million to expand the capacity of these manufacturers.

Once brewing equipment is obtained, it can take a few months to install it. The federal government should use the DPA to accelerate installation. Under section 303(e) of the DPA, the federal government can require installation of equipment in existing facilities.

Since it is likely that mass production of COVID-19 vaccines will be needed for many years, the federal government should form a public-private partnership with the private sector to build new manufacturing facilities. These facilities should have the capability to produce multiple types of vaccines. For Pfizer, the cost to build a new manufacturing facility was $600 million, and experts estimate that the cost could be up to $700 million per facility.46 Congress should appropriate $1.4 billion for the construction of two new manufacturing facilities.

Coordinate U.S. manufacturing capacity
The manufacturing capacities of every pharmaceutical manufacturer and contract manufacturer in the U.S. should be viewed as a network that must be coordinated for mass production of the most successful vaccines. Scientific experts at the NIH, FDA, and their advisory committees should assess which vaccine or combination of vaccines is the safest and most effective. The nation’s manufacturing capacity should be freed up and harnessed for mass production of these vaccines.

To effectuate this coordination, the federal government must use the Defense Production Act aggressively.47 Under section 303(a) of the DPA, BARDA should contract directly with pharmaceutical manufacturers and contract manufacturers for the production of at least 660 million doses. Although BARDA has started to enter into such contracts, it will need to adjust its portfolio once the most successful vaccines
are determined. Under section 101(a) of the DPA, manufacturers should be required to accept these contracts and should be required to prioritize these contracts over preexisting contracts. In this manner, the web of contracts described above can be overridden so that manufacturing capacity can be coordinated.

Under Title VII of the DPA, the federal government should allow manufacturers to transfer technology and share information on capacities and supply chains without fear of violating intellectual property or antitrust law.

It is critical that the DPA be invoked early so that the federal government’s intentions are clear and time and resources are not wasted in an attempt to coordinate capacities without use of the DPA. The lack of clear, decisive coordination will result in significant delays that unnecessarily prolong the pandemic and cost thousands of lives.

Assess and expand manufacturing capacity for vaccine supplies

Even if the U.S. secures enough manufacturing capacity for the vaccines themselves, their distribution and administration could be significantly hampered by a shortage of supplies. These include vials, syringes, needles, rubber stoppers for vials, plungers for syringes, and alcohol wipes. The U.S. has suffered in its ability to ramp up diagnostic testing due to a shortage of swabs and chemical reagents. The shortage of vaccine supplies similarly threatens to delay the time when most Americans can expect to be vaccinated. As with vaccine manufacturing capacity, the federal government should use the DPA to coordinate manufacturing capacity for glass vials, syringes, and needles by establishing contracts that are prioritized over preexisting contracts.

Assess and expand manufacturing capacity for glass vials

A shortage of medical glass for vials is of particular concern. Glass for vials is specialized, containing chemicals that stabilize the temperature. The major U.S. manufacturer of glass vials is Corning, which had capacity for millions of vials per month before the pandemic. Corning is expanding capacity to reach a target of 3 to 4 times existing capacity, which suggests 10 million to 25 million vials per month.48 BARDA has a contract with Corning to expand capacity to 164 million vials per year, but it is unclear when this will be possible.49 Production of glass tubing and vials will scale up at facilities in Durham, North Carolina; Big Flats, New York; and Vineland, New Jersey. Pfizer also has a long-term contract with Corning, but it is unclear for how many vials.50
Globally, the other major manufacturers of glass vials include Schott AG, a German company, and Stevanato Group (Ompi), an Italian company. BARDA has not yet approached Schott AG, whose chairman recently said, “We have been very much surprised by this reaction from the [U.S.] government.”51 Stevanato Group has facilities in Italy, Slovakia, Mexico, China, and Brazil, and it is considering building a new plant in the United States.52 Johnson & Johnson has a contract with this company for 250 million vials.53 BARDA should assess whether Stevanato Group could build a plant in the United States within one year with funding to accelerate construction.

BARDA should also immediately invest in research and development to determine whether multidose vials are feasible. If one vial can package five or even 10 doses, the number of vials needed would be exponentially reduced. Johnson & Johnson is working on a five-dose vial with Catalent.54 Packaging a vaccine in multidose vials could speed up delivery by several weeks, potentially saving thousands of lives.

Assess alternatives to glass vials
The federal government is relying heavily on alternatives to glass vials—plastic vials and plastic prefilled syringes—which are unproven. More oversight over progress in developing these new technologies is urgently needed.

The Department of Defense and BARDA have a contract with SiO2 Materials Science for plastic vials: 40 million in June, 80 million in September, and 120 million in November.55 These plastic vials have a microscopic glass coating, and according to SiO2, can be manufactured in a quarter of the time of glass vials. In March, SiO2 was producing only 14 million vials per year; it is unknown whether SiO2 hit its June production target.56

Under Project Jumpstart, the Department of Defense and HHS have a contract with ApiJect Systems America for plastic prefilled syringes: 100 million by the end of 2020, and 500 million in 2021.57 These syringes could be significantly cheaper and more rapidly scaled than glass vials.58 However, they require testing and validation because plastic may interact differently with the vaccine and may not be able to control temperature. Since vaccines may work differently with different devices, additional clinical studies and regulatory approvals may be necessary. The FDA has not approved these syringes, and ApiJect has only manufactured prototypes to date.

Assuming the technology can be validated, BARDA should assess whether to contract with existing blow-fill-seal (BFS) facilities to expand filling lines or allocate capacity from these facilities to ApiJect. BARDA would have the authority to do so under section 101
of the DPA. Expanding capacity in this manner could produce 30 million plastic prefilled syringes per month.\textsuperscript{59} The federal government should also assess whether it is possible to retrofit facilities that produce eye drop containers to produce these syringes.

**Assess and expand manufacturing capacity for syringes and needles**

BARDA has estimated that 650 million to 850 million syringes and needles will be needed and that it would take up to two years to produce them.\textsuperscript{60} The U.S. market is comprised of Becton Dickinson & Company (BD), Cardinal Monoject, McKesson, Smiths Medical, and Retractable Technologies Inc. (RTI), which produce 663 million injection devices per year.\textsuperscript{61} Since these devices are for current needs, such as flu vaccinations, the industry will need to roughly double its production for COVID-19 vaccinations.

Until July, BARDA was relying on two unproven companies for the production of 320 million syringes and needles by April 30, 2021.\textsuperscript{62}

- BARDA has a contract with RTI, which has a current capacity of only about 40 million per year. In addition, 83 percent of RTI’s products are manufactured in China and potentially subject to export restrictions.
- BARDA also has a contract with Marathon Medical. This company is a distributor—not a manufacturer—and is subcontracting this order.

BD, based in New Jersey, is the largest manufacturer of needles and syringes in the world and accounts for 58 percent of U.S. production. In July, BARDA finally entered into contracts with BD for 140 million needles and syringes, the majority of which will be delivered by the end of 2020.\textsuperscript{63}

BARDA also has a contract with BD to build three new manufacturing lines in Nebraska.\textsuperscript{64} These new lines will provide capacity for 320 million doses per year but will take about 12 months to build. Although BD has indicated that it could install even more lines, BARDA has not yet acted.

If RTI manages to double its capacity, at this time next year, the U.S. supply of syringes and needles would only total about 220 million: 40 million from RTI in 2020, 40 million from RTI in 2021, and 140 million from BD in 2020-2021.

The federal government should immediately assess whether the capacities of U.S. manufacturers can be expanded. BARDA should immediately invest an additional $70 million to build two manufacturing lines by July 2021. As recommended by Dr. Rick Bright, BARDA should also invest in research to identify alternatives to syringes and needles, such as nonspecialized needles, jet injectors, and nasal sprayers.
Assess supply chains for other vaccine supplies and raw materials

The federal government should also immediately complete a comprehensive assessment of raw materials and ancillary materials needed for vaccines, syringes, and stoppers.

- **Stoppers.** The major U.S. manufacturer is West Pharmaceutical Services, based in Pennsylvania. Its capacity is unknown. The federal government should immediately assess its capacity and provide funding to expand capacity if needed.
- **Adjuvants.** Protein vaccines require adjuvants. Adjuvants can boost immunity and reduce the number of doses required.
- **Cold storage.** Merck’s vaccine may require storage in cold freezers and RNA vaccines require cold storage. The federal government should assess whether to use the DPA for the production of refrigerators.
- **Lipids.** RNA vaccines require lipids to coat the RNA. As Dr. Anthony Fauci and his colleagues observed, “The scalability of these lipid nanoparticles and their temperature stability are issues that need to be addressed.”
- **Raw materials for syringes and stoppers.** Polypropylene is required for syringes and rubber or silicone is required for stoppers and plungers. The federal government should help identify new supply chains for raw materials, such as glass and plastic manufacturers outside of the health care industry.

There is currently no public visibility into any of these supply chains, which could be serious bottlenecks. Under section 101(a) of the DPA, the federal government should assist manufacturers in providing funding or coordination to secure U.S. supply chains.

Expand the supply of more rapid sterility tests and potency tests

Vaccines must be tested to ensure that they are not contaminated with bacteria or fungi. The current test, which uses horseshoe crab blood, takes about two weeks. New assays can shorten this time to five days. The European Pharmacopeia has approved an alternative test, the recombinant factor C (rFC) test. The FDA should assess whether to grant Emergency Use Authorization of the rFC test.

Potency tests measure the amount of antigen that reacts with antibodies. The reagents are sheep antibodies that can take 8 weeks to 12 weeks to produce. President Obama’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology concluded “problems with making potency reagents are a well-known source of delays in manufacturing seasonal influenza vaccines, since serious bottlenecks in production and delivery can occur if effective reagents are not available when vaccine materials are ready for testing and packaging.” BARDA should invest in research and development for an alternative potency test that does not require producing new antibodies.
Public financing to ensure widespread vaccination

To achieve herd immunity, at least 70 percent of the population needs to be vaccinated. Successful vaccination campaigns always provide vaccinations for free.

- In the 1950s, the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis (now the March of Dimes), founded by Franklin D. Roosevelt, funded free polio vaccines for children.71
- In 1991, the U.S. had a measles epidemic because half of children had not been immunized. Congress, responding to the leadership of Hillary Clinton, established the Vaccines for Children (VFC) Program to provide free vaccinations to uninsured, underinsured, and Medicaid-eligible children.72
- In 2009, the federal government bulk purchased the H1N1 vaccine and related supplies and provided them for free to vaccination sites.73

There are myriad benefits of public financing of vaccines. First, public financing promotes mass vaccination due to widespread knowledge that it is free. Second, public financing eliminates gaps in insurance coverage, the cost of insurance billing, confusion, and unfair price disparities. There is huge variation in the prices for COVID-19 diagnostic testing: Medicare pays $100 per test, while some insurers pay more than $2,000 per test.74 The list prices at large hospitals vary from $20 to $850 per test.75 Third, public financing can minimize or eliminate profiteering of the pharmaceutical industry. It is estimated that the average profit margin for vaccines is about 20 percent.76 Fourth, public financing allows for coordination of U.S. manufacturing capacity, as described above. Lastly, public financing allows for centralized, efficient distribution, as described below.

The CDC’s VFC Program and Section 317 Immunization Program provide free vaccinations to children (as described above); adults who are uninsured or underinsured; and fully insured individuals during public health emergencies.77 By bulk purchasing vaccines, these programs reduce the private sector prices of vaccines by an average of 27 percent for pediatric flu vaccines; 30 percent for adult flu vaccines; 32 percent for other pediatric vaccines; and 41 percent for other adult vaccines.78
The federal government should utilize this model to bulk purchase one or more COVID-19 vaccines. Currently, the average CDC price per dose is $14 for flu vaccines; $55 for other pediatric vaccines; and $61 for other adult vaccines. There is evidence that COVID-19 vaccines can be priced well within this range. In July, Pfizer agreed to supply the federal government with 100 million doses for $1.95 billion, or $19.50 per dose. At this price level, the cost would be $13 billion for 660 million doses.

To be safe, Congress should appropriate $20 billion for the purchase of COVID-19 vaccines and related supplies for the U.S. population. The CDC or BARDA should contract with vaccine manufacturers and contract manufacturers using the same process as the CDC’s VFC and Section 317 programs. As part of this process, manufacturers should submit data on their Cost of Goods Sold (COGS). Prices per dose should not exceed the COGS by more than the average percentage that current CDC prices exceed the COGS.

As discussed above, the federal government should use section 303(a) of the DPA to make these contracts, and if necessary, section 101(a) to require manufacturers to accept these contracts. Since there is no current domestic market price for COVID-19 vaccines, the federal government should waive the requirement that the price be the current domestic market price under section 303(a)(7).

The federal government should also set maximum fees that providers can charge for administration of COVID-19 vaccines. The average fee charged for administration of vaccines under the VFC Program is $21.80. Providers should be required to accept this amount of payment for administration of COVID-19 vaccines. Government programs and private insurance plans should be required to cover this amount at no cost to enrollees. Administration at community vaccination clinics, as discussed below, should be free, regardless of insurance coverage.

For uninsured individuals, Congress should appropriate funding for the cost of administration. According to the Urban Institute, the number of uninsured will rise to 34 million assuming an unemployment rate of 15 percent. Assuming two doses will be needed, Congress should appropriate about $1.5 billion for the cost of administration for each uninsured individual.
Ensure efficient and equitable distribution

The CDC, with its experience operating vaccine distribution programs, should take the lead in distribution of COVID-19 vaccines. The agency should issue guidance for state and local public health departments and convene a White House summit on COVID-19 vaccination. Although Operation Warp Speed envisions using the Department of Defense to assist with distribution and administration, this involvement could undermine public confidence in vaccination. The Department of Defense’s involvement should be strictly limited to assistance with transport and logistics management.

Assess how to target distribution

Since 660 million doses will not be immediately available, groups must be prioritized for vaccination. The CDC’s Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices (ACIP), which has always weighed the benefits of vaccines for various populations, should issue guidelines for states. The ACIP should assess the degree of targeting needed based on the projected supply of vaccine; research on the effects of the virus on various populations; and evidence of the effectiveness of a vaccine for various populations.

As a sample, targeting tiers could be recommended as follows:

- **Tier 1: first responder health care workers**
  - Inpatient hospital and emergency department workers
  - Nursing home and home health workers
  - Federal, state, and local public health officials
  - EMS workers
  - Vaccine administrators
  - Vaccine manufacturing workers
• **Tier 2: essential workers**
  - Other health care workers
  - Teachers and school staff
  - Staff of child care facilities
  - Food processing workers
  - Grocery store workers
  - Postal and shipping workers
  - Public transportation workers
  - Police and firefighters
  - Deployed and mission critical national security personnel

• **Tier 3: high-risk populations**
  - Pregnant women
  - High-risk children
  - High-risk nonelderly adults
  - Adults older than 65 years old

• **Tier 4: general population**

The CDC, working with state health departments, should also carefully assess how to operationalize this targeting. The first distributions of a vaccine should be to sites that are well-suited to screen for the tiers. For example, vaccines could be distributed to hospitals for tier 1; state health departments for tier 2; and providers and community vaccination clinics for tier 3. These sites must agree to follow the targeting guidelines and document vaccinations. If two doses are required, vaccinated individuals must return to the same site.

---

**Leverage the CDC’s centralized distribution for publicly financed vaccines**

For the VFC Program and Section 317 Immunization Program, the CDC uses the Vaccine Tracking System (VTtrkS) to tracks orders, demand needs, inventory, dosages administered, and safety in real time. The federal government should immediately contract with a technology company to assess what upgrades are needed to expand capacity. This system should prompt vaccination sites to send reminders to individuals for any second doses needed. Together with the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System, it should track any adverse events carefully among the first 3 million doses.
The CDC currently uses one private distributor (McKesson) with two national depots for the VFC Program. This centralized distribution reduces inventory and distribution costs, maintains the chain of cold storage, and reduces loss or damage of vaccines. In 2009, the CDC contracted with McKesson for centralized distribution of the H1N1 flu vaccine.

Every year, the CDC distributes more than 75 million doses of vaccines to health departments and providers. Given the need for 660 million doses in 2021, the CDC should assess the capacities of all three major distributors: McKesson, Cardinal Health, and AmerisourceBergen. Each distributor has established networks and information systems with different pharmacy chains. For example, CVS uses Cardinal Health, while other pharmacies use the other distributors. The CDC could use one distributor for large vaccination sites and all three distributors for pharmacy chains.

As under the VFC Program, COVID-19 vaccines should be allocated to states in proportion to their populations. Consistent with these allocations, vaccination sites should order vaccines via VTrckS, and vaccine manufacturers should send bulk shipments to the CDC distributor. The CDC distributor should then distribute vaccines and supplies directly to vaccination sites.

As discussed, initial distributions should be reserved for vaccination sites that can implement the targeting guidance. The CDC should also assess whether distributions should be made to large vaccination sites first, including state health departments, hospital systems, and the community vaccination clinics discussed below. State health departments would run school clinics and designate other sites. Smaller vaccination sites would include workplaces, physician offices, and pharmacies. In 2009, distributions to pharmacies began about three months after the first orders of the H1N1 vaccine.

Establish community vaccination clinics across the United States

Based on CDC estimates, the categories that comprise sample tiers 1 and 2 amount to about 22 million people. To achieve herd immunity, at least 70 percent of the U.S. population, or 231 million people, need to be vaccinated as quickly as possible. Once the population of tiers 1 and 2 are vaccinated, that leaves 209 million people who need access to a vaccine within a month of general availability.
To meet this need, the federal government, in partnership with state health departments and the private sector, should establish 7,300 community vaccination clinics. The targets for these clinics could be 30 doses per hour per vaccinator, with four vaccinators per clinic, for a total of 28,800 doses per month. These clinics should include outdoor sites, such as a track oval or stadium; large indoor sites that can maintain social distancing, such as large gymnasiums, auditoriums, and conference centers; and drive-through sites in large parking lots.

Staffing for a community vaccination clinic could include: four vaccinators; four vaccine preparers; a nurse medical screener; four staffers to provide and review information and forms; four staffers for medical records and data entry; a clinic manager; and two security guards. Several staffers should be multilingual. Under this sample staffing, each clinic would require nine registered nurses and eight medical assistants.

According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the average annual wage is $77,460 for a registered nurse; $35,720 for a medical assistant; $115,160 for a health services manager; and $33,030 for a security guard. If a community vaccination clinic operates for six months, the wage costs could be about $580,000 per clinic—or $4.2 billion for 7,300 clinics. However, many clinics could recruit volunteers or be created by supplementing existing community health centers or pharmacies. Clinics would need personal protective equipment, seating, tables, computers, internet access, handwashing stations, portable latrines, and waste disposal. With this scale in mind, Congress should appropriate $10 billion for community vaccination clinics.

For many community vaccination clinics, state and federal governments should form public-private partnerships with retail pharmacies such as Walmart and CVS. These pharmacies already administer tens of millions of flu vaccines. For example, CVS administers up to 22 million flu vaccines and could expand capacity to 70 million vaccinations. Walmart currently operates 200 community testing centers that could be converted to community vaccination clinics. CVS currently operates 1,400 testing sites and plans to expand to 3,000 sites, which could be converted to community vaccination clinics.

Plan a massive vaccination campaign

A massive campaign is needed to educate the public about the benefits of COVID-19 vaccination. According to a recent poll, only about half of Americans say they would get a COVID-19 vaccine, although about one-third are unsure. Only 25 percent of African Americans and 37 percent of Hispanics say they would get vaccinated; alarmingly, 40 percent of African Americans say they would not get a COVID-19 vaccine, perhaps because of the Tuskegee study that lasted for decades, ending in 1972.
In 1956, public health officials recruited Elvis Presley to get a polio vaccine on the Ed Sullivan Show. Newspapers and magazines followed with photos of Elvis getting his shot. In six months, the vaccination rate for teens skyrocketed from 0.6 percent to more than 80 percent.

Similarly, state and federal governments should recruit medical experts, celebrities, and community leaders to post on social media when they receive a COVID-19 vaccine. These role models could include actors, musicians, sports stars, country music stars, NASCAR drivers, and faith leaders. Since people trust medical experts, pamphlets and posters should be distributed to physician offices throughout the country. Such educational materials should be culturally and linguistically diverse. State and federal governments should engage medical organizations such as the American Medical Association, the American Academy of Pediatrics, Planned Parenthood, the National Medical Association, the National Hispanic Medical Association, the Association of American Indian Physicians, and the National Black Nurses Association.

As it did for H1N1 vaccination, HHS should partner with the Ad Council to launch nationwide public service announcements. The president should proclaim the first month of general availability as National COVID-19 Vaccination Month. State and federal governments should also engage grassroots and membership organizations such as the NAACP, the Movement for Black Lives, UnidosUS, and AARP.

Cooperate with international organizations and invest in global production

The U.S. goal should not just be herd immunity for the U.S. population but also herd immunity for the global population. In addition to fulfilling humanitarian values, equitable global access to COVID-19 vaccines is in the U.S. national security and public health interest. Large outbreaks could destabilize nations, depress the global economy, and seed outbreaks in the United States over time.

International organizations have started to finance global production of a COVID-19 vaccine. The Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innovations (CEPI) and Gavi the Vaccine Alliance (Gavi) have a contract with AstraZeneca for 300 million doses of the Oxford vaccine. AstraZeneca also has a contract with the Serum Institute of India for 1 billion doses of the Oxford vaccine for low- and middle-income countries.
The WHO launched the Access to COVID-19 Tools Accelerator (ACT Accelerator)—a collaboration of organizations, including CEPI, Gavi, and the Gates Foundation—to ensure equitable global access to COVID-19 vaccines. The ACT Accelerator’s target is delivery of 2 billion vaccines by the end of 2021. The group’s funding target is $18.1 billion for vaccines; so far, only $2.6 billion (14 percent) has been raised.

Congress should appropriate $7.2 billion, or 40 percent of the target, for the ACT Accelerator. The U.S. Department of State should simultaneously negotiate with Europe, Canada, Japan, South Korea, Australia, and New Zealand to provide the remaining funding. In addition to meeting critical needs, this funding and diplomacy would go a long way toward restoring goodwill toward the United States worldwide.
Establish governance and accountability mechanisms

As noted, Operation Warp Speed has suffered from delays, questionable decisions, and a lack of transparency and accountability. The co-director, Dr. Moncef Slaoui, is a former pharmaceutical executive who has not disclosed his financial interests, with the approval of the inspector general. With this governance structure, there is a risk that undue political or industry influence will influence decisions.

In 2010, President Obama’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology recommended a governance structure for pandemic vaccine production. Consistent with these recommendations, authority and accountability for vaccine manufacturing and distribution should be centralized within HHS. HHS should manage day-to-day operations, with a senior White House staffer providing accountability. Within HHS, the assistant secretary for preparedness and response (ASPR) should manage HHS agencies: BARDA, the CDC, the NIH, and the FDA. The ASPR should establish a technical advisory committee comprised of representatives of state and local health departments; vaccine manufacturers; contract manufacturers; manufacturers of vaccine supplies; distributors; and retail pharmacies.

To date, Operation Warp Speed has not released a comprehensive vaccine plan. This Center for American Progress report—obtaining information from interviews and public news reports—should not be necessary. Congress should require the administration to release a comprehensive plan for manufacturing, financing, and distribution and hold subsequent hearings on the plan. This unprecedented endeavor requires visibility for the public, Congress, state and local health departments, and manufacturers.
Conclusion

Finding a vaccine that works effectively and ensuring that the vaccine is mass distributed are two different challenges. Rapid manufacturing and distribution of a COVID-19 vaccine will rank as one of the most challenging government initiatives ever undertaken. Lives—and a normal way of life—are at stake. But with aggressive planning, management, and funding, a strong and competent federal government has an opportunity to prove that it can be an extraordinary force for good in people’s lives.
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